BSS provides OEM spare parts suitable for Sulzer and MAN B&W Diesel Engines for both marine and stationary power generation use.

Baltic Spares Service took over ZGODA along with its technical know-how in June 2013.

We specialise in the highest quality OEM spare parts suitable for:
- Sulzer Z-Series
- Sulzer S-Series
- Sulzer AL-Series
- MAN L23/30H & L28/32H
- Sulzer RT-Series

FULL RANGE of OEM spare parts from stock suitable for the following engine types:
- Sulzer Z40, ZA40, ZA40S
- Sulzer S20, S20H, S20 U
- Sulzer AL20 (H / D), ATL, ASL, AV, AL25
- WIDE RANGE: Sulzer RT 62, RT72, RT76, RT58, RT Flex 60
- Man B&W L 23/30 H, L28/32 H
- Man B&W 2-stroke Engines

AUTOMATICS, ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS, FILTERS, PUMPS, AIR COMPRESSORS, SEPARATORS

WE ARE LEADING SUPPLIERS OF AUTOMATICS TECHNICAL EQUIPMENT FOR SHIPS BUILT IN POLAND. WE HAVE EXTENSIVE TRADE CONTACTS WITH ORIGINAL MANUFACTURERS.

ORDER FOR INDIVIDUAL ITEMS CAN BE SENT WITHIN ONE HOUR OF RECEIPT OF THE ORDER.

REPAIR

Thanks to our extensive contacts with many manufacturers, we are also able to offer the production or reconditioning of spare parts according to the provided sample or drawing.

Full overhaul and repair of New Wartsila Sulzer auxiliary diesel engines:
- Sulzer Z-Series - 4-stroke
- Sulzer S-Series - 4-stroke
- Sulzer A-Series - 4-stroke

WAREHOUSE

1200 m²

Area of our own warehouses and two workshops, in vicinity of the Head office and the Gdansk Shipyards.

6 MILLION EUR

Value of individual spare parts stocked at the warehouse.

1 hour

Our fast order completion time is our asset.

10 806

Number of marine codes stored at the warehouse.

HISTORY

1989 - Company was founded in Gdansk by Adam Slebioda and Tadeusz Wilkicki
1998 - BSS Head Office was moved to its new address at Astronomow 8
2000 - Management undertakes the decision to implement ISO standards.
2011 - New Warehouse and Workshop are built
2012 - BSS was approved by Polish Register of Shipping
2013 - BSS takes over ZUT Zgoda (Sulzer Engine Maker Licensee)

CONTACT

Baltic Spares Service Ltd. / ZUT Zgoda
ul. Astronomow 8, 80–299 Gdansk, Poland
T: +48 58 554 02 70
F: +48 58 554 02 90
bss@bss.pl
www.bss.pl